All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Although postural control of standing is highly automated, combining standing with a cognitive task can interfere with the execution of one or both tasks \[[@pone.0189025.ref001]\]--\[[@pone.0189025.ref004]\]. Such decline in performance from single- to dual-task is called dual-task cost (DTC). Compared to young adults, old adults exhibit higher DTC in a broad array of motor and cognitive tasks. \[[@pone.0189025.ref005]\]--\[[@pone.0189025.ref010]\]. These studies propose that old adults require more attentional or processing resources for single-task performance, therefore increasing interference during dual-tasking \[[@pone.0189025.ref008]\]--\[[@pone.0189025.ref010]\]. However, the neural correlates underlying the age-related changes in dual-tasking remain unclear. An understanding of these neural mechanisms would not only help to clarify the basic concept of DTC but also strengthen the conceptual basis of interventions incorporating dual-tasking, a common practice in the promotion of old adults' health \[[@pone.0189025.ref011]\]--\[[@pone.0189025.ref014]\]. By knowing what causes DTC in old age, interventions can be designed to target the underlying problem, for example by shifting the focus to single- or dual-task training, changing the specific tasks trained, or training particular neural regions involved.

DTC seems to arise from a competition for limited brain resources perhaps due to a limited amount of cortical tissue that can be concurrently activated \[[@pone.0189025.ref015]\]. This idea was supported by the finding that the total amount of brain activation during dual-tasking (number of voxels active) was less than the sum of the single-tasks even though the single-tasks evoked only non-overlapping brain areas \[[@pone.0189025.ref015]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref016]\]. Although a limited amount of brain activation might explain a part of the DTC, the costs increase when the single-tasks require similar brain regions \[[@pone.0189025.ref017]\]--\[[@pone.0189025.ref020]\]. For example, visuospatial compared with non-spatial tasks affected old adults' gait more severely, probably because visuospatial working memory is also involved in gait control \[[@pone.0189025.ref018]\]. In addition, DTC correlated with similarity in brain activation between single-tasks measured with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) \[[@pone.0189025.ref021]\]. The competition for shared brain regions has been called structural interference.

There is now overwhelming evidence that old compared with young adults use expanded brain networks and increased brain activation to perform a single motor or cognitive task \[[@pone.0189025.ref022]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref023]\]. The age-related increase in neural activation may lead to greater structural interference because of reduced residual capacity in shared brain regions, causing dual-task decrements \[[@pone.0189025.ref022]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref024]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref025]\]. This hypothesis was tested in an fMRI study using an arithmetic (i.e., serial addition by three) and a visuomotor task (i.e., circle drawing), by looking at the increase (upregulation) in brain activation from single- to dual-task in shared brain regions \[[@pone.0189025.ref024]\]. Less upregulation in old compared with young adults would indicate greater structural interference. Overlapping brain activation was located in the supplementary motor area (SMA), which was then subjected to a region of interest analysis. SMA activation was higher in old vs. young adults during the visuomotor task and similar during the arithmetic task. However, both young and old individuals were able to upregulate their brain activation from single- to dual-task performance. Therefore, there was little or no evidence for increased structural interference. However, age also did not affect DTC, suggesting that the arithmetic task was perhaps not challenging enough, which made it difficult to draw any conclusions. Our goal was therefore to determine whether increased structural interference underlies dual-task decrements in old adults using more challenging tasks.

Another often-debated aspect of dual-tasking is whether it requires additional brain activation that cannot be explained by the single-tasks. Some studies did find evidence for such dual-task specific activation \[[@pone.0189025.ref026]\]--\[[@pone.0189025.ref029]\], whereas others did not \[[@pone.0189025.ref017]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref030]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref031]\]. To the best of our knowledge, only one study investigated dual-task specific activation in young and old adults, finding no dual-task specific activation in either of the age groups \[[@pone.0189025.ref024]\]. Therefore, our second goal was to determine whether there is dual-task specific activation in a challenging motor-cognitive dual-task, and if so, whether there are age-related changes in dual-task specific activation.

Dual-tasking can comprise a diverse repertoire of composite tasks, including working memory, arithmetic, visuomotor, reaction time, and balance tasks. Gait speed in combination with the ability to maintain one's balance are hallmarks of mobility in old age \[[@pone.0189025.ref032]\]--\[[@pone.0189025.ref034]\], and dual-task decrements in motor-cognitive balancing tasks are associated with an increased fall risk \[[@pone.0189025.ref035]\]--\[[@pone.0189025.ref038]\]. Therefore, we simulated active balance control in the MRI scanner using a plantar flexion force control task in the context of maintaining one's standing balance, a task that activates brain regions observed also in active and imaginary standing \[[@pone.0189025.ref039]\]--\[[@pone.0189025.ref043]\], and correlates with postural sway during quiet standing \[[@pone.0189025.ref044]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref045]\]. We paired simulated balancing with a challenging cognitive task, serial subtraction by seven, to increase dual-task challenge and induce a more robust structural interference than reported previously \[[@pone.0189025.ref024]\]. The arithmetic task was used to allow comparison with the previous study \[[@pone.0189025.ref024]\], because of its continuous nature and because it does not require a visual input. Although balance-cognitive dual-tasks have been studied extensively at behavioral level in young and old adults \[[@pone.0189025.ref046]\], this study is the first to examine the neural correlates of balance-cognitive dual-task interference using fMRI.

We hypothesized that old versus young adults would exhibit: (1) lower performance and higher brain activation during single-tasks; (2) reduced upregulation in brain activation from single- to dual-task in shared brain regions, due to the already high activation during single-tasks, accompanied by greater DTC at a behavioral level, and (3) no dual-task specific activation in either age group \[[@pone.0189025.ref024]\]. A negative correlation between the magnitude of upregulation and dual-task costs would further support the hypothesis that an increase in structural interference underlies the age-related decline in dual-task performance. Based on previous imaging studies on balance control \[[@pone.0189025.ref039]\]--\[[@pone.0189025.ref042]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref047]\] or mental calculation \[[@pone.0189025.ref024]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref048]\]--\[[@pone.0189025.ref051]\], potential regions for structural interference were the SMA, insula, thalamus, precuneus, prefrontal gyrus, middle/inferior frontal gyri, and inferior parietal lobule.

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

Participants {#sec003}
------------

Twenty-six young female adults (mean ± SD age 23.6 ± 2.6 years, range 20--29) and 42 old female adults (mean ± SD age 73.9 ± 5.1 years, range 66--89) participated in the study. The participants had no history of neurological disorders, severe cardiovascular diseases, or severe orthopedic disorders, and were not under psychoactive medication. For practical reasons, old adults were recruited from an all-female database created in a previous study at our center \[[@pone.0189025.ref052]\]. To allow comparison between young and old adults, only female young adults were recruited via advertisements at the Jacobs University and Bremen University, Germany. Before the experiment, all subjects signed an informed consent document. The Medical Ethics Committee of the German Association of Psychology specifically approved this study. Three young and ten old adults were excluded from the analyses, because of technical issues (n = 4), task-related movement in the scanner (n = 1), visual problems (n = 1) or calculation below chance level (n = 7). Movement in the scanner was assessed by calculating the root mean square head position change (\< 1.5mm) and visual inspection of the realignment plots (movements related to the tasks). Visual problems contained self-reported difficulty with reading the numbers in the scanner (despite the provided glasses). Chance level was defined as having one third of all calculation trials correct, including single and dual-task conditions. [Table 1](#pone.0189025.t001){ref-type="table"} shows the characteristics of the included and excluded participants. We assessed the old adults' short-term memory, visuospatial abilities, executive functions, attention, concentration, working memory, language, and orientation, using the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCa). Compared with MoCa normative data our participants' cognitive ability was just above average \[[@pone.0189025.ref053]\]. Four old adults had a MoCa score between 20 and 24, which would indicate mild cognitive impairment when using the 24/30 cut-off score \[[@pone.0189025.ref054]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref055]\], though not when using the 20/30 cut-off score \[[@pone.0189025.ref056]\]. Because they performed within the normal range (as defined by the outlier labeling rule) on dual-task costs and structural interference, we included them in the analyses.

10.1371/journal.pone.0189025.t001

###### Subject characteristics.

Values are mean ± SD, with the range between brackets. MoCa: montreal cognitive asessment (max. score of 30).

![](pone.0189025.t001){#pone.0189025.t001g}

                            Young                     Old                                               
  ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ----------------------- -----------------------
  Age (years)               24 ± 3 (20--29)           23 ± 3 (21--26)           74 ± 5 (66--89)         75 ± 4 (69--81)
  MoCa score                \-                        \-                        26 ± 3 (21--30)         26 ± 2 (23--30)
  One leg stance time (s)   19.8 ± 1.0 (15.4--20.0)   18.3 ± 2.9 (15.0--20.0)   6.0 ± 2.7 (2.1--11.6)   7.8 ± 5.2 (3.9--20.0)
  Years of education        17 ± 2 (14--21)           17 ± 1 (16--18)           14 ± 3 (8--19)          13 ± 2 (10--15)

Experimental setup {#sec004}
------------------

Participants lay supine in the MRI scanner with their feet against a custom-made force platform attached to the MRI bed ([Fig 1A](#pone.0189025.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The position of the force platform was adjusted to subject height via a sliding mechanism. The force platform consisted of a sturdy plastic board connected to a load cell (Vishay Tadea-Huntleigh Model 1402, Oisterwijk, the Netherlands) positioned between the two feet at the height of the first metatarsophalangeal joints. The feet were affixed to the force platform by Velcro straps. To simulate weight-bearing and avoid excessive head movement, participants were pulled towards the force platform using thick elastic ropes attached to a hip belt (C.P. Sports Ultraleichtgürtel, Germany). The amount of axial load was set to 70--80 N. A four-button device was placed underneath the right hand for the calculation task.

![**A:** Illustration of experimental setup in the scanner. Participant lies supine with her feet against the force platform. **B:** Schematic of the stimuli during balance, calculation and dual-task conditions. The sine wave signifies the addition of the disturbance signal, causing the avatar to sway forward and backward. The speaker signifies the addition of beeps, which indicated the time points at which the participant had to subtract.](pone.0189025.g001){#pone.0189025.g001}

We created a virtual instrument using National Instruments LabVIEW 2013 (13.0.1f2) to acquire the force data with a sample frequency of 100 Hz, and display the tasks to the participants. The tasks were projected onto a white screen placed at the head of the scanner. Participants could see the screen via a mirror attached to the head coil.

Tasks {#sec005}
-----

During the balance task, an avatar in the shape of a woman was displayed on the screen. The avatar swayed forward and backward. Participants were instructed to try to keep the avatar in the upright position by increasing or decreasing the level of plantar flexion force measured by the load cell. As in normal standing, increasing the plantar flexion force led to a backward sway, and vice versa. The avatar was upright at a force of 75 N and swayed with 1.8°/N. These numbers were chosen based on pilot data to minimize head movement while still requiring active force control. Force data were filtered online with a 10-point moving average filter. At the start of every balance condition, participants were given two seconds to bring the avatar in the upright position. After these two seconds, a disturbance signal was added, causing the avatar to sway forward and backward. In order to keep the avatar upright, participants had to counteract these disturbances. The disturbance signal was made by combining fifteen sinusoidal signals with random phases and with frequency characteristics based on an average frequency spectrum of Center of Pressure movement during upright standing (0.025--1 Hz), measured in ten young and ten old adults. The maximum amplitude of the disturbance was ±30°.

The calculation task consisted of serial subtractions with increments of seven. At the start, a number between 50 and 100 was projected on the screen for two seconds. Every participant received the same set of start numbers (calculation only: 79, 66, 96, 62, 54, 60, 73, 58, 97, 65, 51, 82; dual-task: 58, 90, 69, 61, 87, 76, 89, 86, 95, 63, 72, 55). Then, a plus sign was displayed on the screen and every 3 to 4 seconds a beep was generated through an MRI compatible headphone (MR confon Optime 1, Magdeburg, Germany), with a total of four beeps per trial. Participants were instructed to subtract seven at every beep. At the end, four answer possibilities were given, always including the correct answer, two erroneous answers, and the option that none of the other answers is correct. Participants indicated which answer they thought was correct by pressing the corresponding button of the four-button device.

During the dual-task condition, subjects performed the balance and calculation tasks simultaneously. They were instructed to do both tasks as well as possible. All participants received a short practice session outside of the MRI scanner and again in the scanner, to make sure that the instructions were understood. During the first practice session participants were asked to count out loud, to verify that they were able to perform the calculations and minimize the chance of guessing during the experiment.

After the experiment, participants were asked for their calculation strategy during single- and dual-tasking. All participants subtracted seven after each beep, except for one young and one old adult, who counted the beeps and subtracted the total number at the end. The calculation strategy was thus similar between age groups and conditions.

Experimental design {#sec006}
-------------------

An fMRI block-design was used to alternate between the three conditions: balance, calculation, and dual-task. Every participant performed twelve blocks, each block including one trial of each condition (thus three trials), with the order of the conditions balanced across blocks and randomized between subjects. At the end of every block a 15-second rest period was given in which the participants fixated their gaze on a plus sign. The number and duration of blocks was designed in accordance with general guidelines to ensure sufficient power to detect the effects of interest \[[@pone.0189025.ref057]\]. [Fig 1B](#pone.0189025.g001){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the time frame of the visual stimuli per condition.

Behavioral data analysis {#sec007}
------------------------

Performance on the balance task was quantified as the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the difference in angle between the avatar and its vertical position, averaged across blocks. Performance on the calculation task was quantified as the percentage of correct answers (%correct). DTC was calculated for the balance and calculation tasks using the following formula \[[@pone.0189025.ref024]\]: $$DTC\mspace{180mu} = \mspace{180mu}\frac{Performance\left( {single - task} \right)~ - ~Performance\left( dual - task \right)}{Performance\left( single - task \right)} \times 100$$

High DTC scores denote a great decline in performance from single- to dual-task. Mean DTC was calculated by averaging the DTC for the balance and calculation tasks \[[@pone.0189025.ref058]\].

Statistical analysis of behavioral data {#sec008}
---------------------------------------

All behavioral variables (RMSE, %correct, balance DTC, calculation DTC, mean DTC) were checked for outliers using the outlier labeling rule \[[@pone.0189025.ref059]\] with a multiplier of 2.2 \[[@pone.0189025.ref060]\]. Mean DTC in two young participants were identified as outliers and these data points were excluded from further analyses. An age (young, old) by condition (single-task, dual-task) mixed ANOVA was performed on RMSE and %correct. An independent t-test was used to test differences in mean DTC between young and old adults. The alpha level was set at 0.05.

Validity of simulated balance {#sec009}
-----------------------------

In a separate experiment and subject pool, we determined the validity of balancing the avatar in the supine position in relation to the fluctuation of the center of pressure while standing. Young (n = 12, age 21.3 ±1.60) and healthy old adults (n = 7, age 69.8 ±4.38) stood on a force platform as still as possible for two minutes and looked at a 30 by 30 cm white cross, projected on a 3 by 2 m white screen 1.5 m away at eye level. Subjects also performed the simulated balance task for two minutes. As in the MRI machine they were tied with elastic ropes to a force platform ([Fig 1](#pone.0189025.g001){ref-type="fig"}) and kept the avatar vertical by pressing on the platform while lying on an examination table. The data revealed a correlation of r = 0.64 (p = 0.003) between the root mean square error in the simulated balance task and the center of pressure velocity measured during standing. These data suggest a reasonable at least contextual validity of the simulated balance task in the supine position in relation to real balancing in a vertical standing position.

fMRI data acquisition {#sec010}
---------------------

Brain imaging was performed on a 3-T SIEMENS Magnetom Skyra System (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a 20 channel head/neck coil. For functional scans, A T2\*-weighted multiband gradient echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence was used (TR = 700 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 55°, 48 axial slices, slice thickness = 3 mm, no gap, in-plane resolution 3x3 mm) (Feinberg et al., 2010). After the functional scanning session, a high resolution magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo (MPRAGE) T1-weighted sequence (TR = 2100 ms, TE = 4.6 ms, TI = 900 ms, flip angle = 8°, 192 contiguous slices, voxel resolution 1 mm³, FOV = 256x256x192 mm, iPAT factor of 2) was obtained in sagittal orientation. These anatomical scans were used to co-register the functional runs.

fMRI data analyses {#sec011}
------------------

### Preprocessing {#sec012}

All fMRI data analyses were performed using the statistical parametric mapping software SPM 12 (Welcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK), implemented in Matlab R2014b (Mathworks, Natick, MA). For each subject, we corrected for inter-scan movement using the realign and unwarp option with the first scan as a reference. The anatomical scan was segmented using the SPM tissue probability maps. All functional scans were co-registered to the anatomical scan and normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template brain via the forward deformations revealed by the segmentation. The normalized images were smoothed using an 8-mm FWHM Gaussian kernel.

### First level fMRI analysis {#sec013}

All analyses were performed using the General Linear Model. Each condition was modeled with a boxcar function convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF). Also the pre- and post-condition episodes (condition announcement, start balance, number display, button response) were entered separately into the model. The motion parameters obtained from the realignment step were used as covariates. A high-pass filter (1/277 Hz) was applied to remove low-frequency signal drifts and a first-order autoregressive model was fit to the residuals to account for temporal correlations. For each subject, condition (balance, calculation, dual-task) vs. baseline contrasts were computed.

### Group level fMRI analysis {#sec014}

The first-level contrasts were subjected to a random-effects analysis. A 2x3 full factorial design was used with age-group as between-subjects factor (young, old) and condition as within-subjects factor (balance, calculation, dual-task). Brain activation associated with each condition was assessed by computing the simple effects. Age effects on brain activation were assessed by computing the t-contrasts 'young vs. old' and 'old vs. young' for each condition. The statistical threshold was set at p \< 0.05, family wise error (FWE) corrected at the voxel level. Brain regions were labeled using automated anatomical labeling \[Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002\].

### Age effects {#sec015}

To test whether age-related changes in activation were related to performance, we performed regression analyses with brain activation associated with balance, calculation or dual-tasking as dependent variable and single-task performance and balance, calculation, and mean DTC as covariates of interest (p \< 0.001 uncorrected, extend threshold of 10 voxels). The corresponding 'young \> old' and 'old \> young' contrasts (p \< 0.001, uncorrected) were used as inclusive masks.

### Dual-task specific activation {#sec016}

To test whether dual-tasking required additional activation of brain regions that cannot be explained by the single-tasks, we calculated the contrast per age group \[[@pone.0189025.ref061]\]. This contrast subtracts the sum of the single-task activations from the dual-task activation. The contrast 'dual-task \> baseline' was used as an inclusive mask (p \< 0.001, uncorrected). Significant differences were recognized at p \< 0.05, FWE corrected.

### Structural interference {#sec017}

To find the brain regions with potential structural interference between balancing and calculation, we performed a conjunction analysis with four contrasts: 'balance vs. baseline' and 'calculation vs. baseline' for young and old adults (p \< 0.05, FWE corrected). A conjunction analysis of these four contrasts revealed those brain regions where for both age groups' activations for both single tasks overlapped, i.e., where structural interference could be expected. These brain regions were subjected to a ROI-analysis. To minimize the number of ROI-analyses, the extent threshold was set at ten voxels. We extracted the beta values from the individual peak voxels for the conjunction analysis within every ROI. An age (young, old) by condition (balance, calculation, dual-task) repeated measures ANOVA was performed on these peak voxels for every ROI to see if there were any age by condition interaction effects. In case of violation of the assumption of sphericity, a Greenhouse--Geisser correction was applied. The Bonferroni method was used to correct for multiple comparisons.

### Differences in up-/downregulation {#sec018}

We performed post-hoc analyses in those ROI's that showed a significant age by condition interaction. As we expected, old compared with young adults revealed an increase in activation in terms of increased BOLD signals, i.e., higher beta values, during single-tasks. Therefore, there was less residual capacity to upregulate the activation for the dual-task from the single tasks. Using the extracted beta values, we calculated the upregulation from single-tasks to dual-task as follows: $$\text{Upregulation} = \frac{\text{BOLD}(\text{dual-task}) - \text{BOLD}(\text{mean}\mspace{180mu}\text{of}\mspace{180mu}\text{both}\mspace{180mu}\text{single-tasks})}{\text{BOLD(mean}\mspace{180mu}\text{of}\mspace{180mu}\text{both}\mspace{180mu}\text{single-tasks)}} \times 100$$

Mean upregulation was calculated by averaging the upregulation per ROI. Outliers were detected according to the outlier labeling rule (cf. above) and excluded from analysis (1.4% of all data points). Independent t-tests were used to compare the upregulation between age groups. P-values were corrected for multiple comparisons. Pearson correlations were computed between upregulation and balance DTC, calculation DTC, and mean DTC.

Results {#sec019}
=======

Behavioral data {#sec020}
---------------

[Fig 2A](#pone.0189025.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows the group data for the performance on the balance task during the balance-only task and balance plus calculation dual-task. Balance performance was significantly worse during dual- vs. single-tasking, as shown by a 7% increase in RMSE (F(1,53) = 9.0, p = 0.004, $\eta_{p}^{2}\mspace{180mu} = \mspace{180mu} 0.15$). Across conditions, RMSE was 41% higher for old compared with young adults (F(1,53) = 18.7, p \< 0.001, $\eta_{p}^{2}\mspace{180mu} = \mspace{180mu} 0.26$). There was no significant age x condition interaction in RMSE (F(1,53) = 0.5, p = 0.504, $\eta_{p}^{2}\mspace{180mu} = \mspace{180mu} 0.01$).

![Behavioral group data for young and old adults, showing the root-mean-square error (RMSE) angle between the avatar and the vertical during balance and dual-tasking (A), percentage trials with a correct answer on the calculation task during calculation and dual-tasking (B), and performance decline from single- to dual-tasking, averaged over the balance and calculation tasks (C).\
Asterisks denote statistical significance (p\<0.05).](pone.0189025.g002){#pone.0189025.g002}

[Fig 2B](#pone.0189025.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows the data for the percent of correct calculation trials during single- and dual-tasking. Overall, similar to balancing, the calculation performance decreased by 7% between dual- and single-tasking (F(1,53) = 5.5, p = 0.022, $\eta_{p}^{2}\mspace{180mu} = \mspace{180mu} 0.10$) and was 17% lower in old vs. young adults (F(1,53) = 9.3, p = 0.003, $\eta_{p}^{2}\mspace{180mu} = \mspace{180mu} 0.15$). Again, there was no significant age x condition interaction (F(1,53) = 2.6, p = 0.111, $\eta_{p}^{2}\mspace{180mu} = \mspace{180mu} 0.05$).

Mean DTC was calculated by averaging the performance decline from single- to dual-tasking for the balance and calculation task. Mean DTC was significantly higher in old (9%; 9% for both balance and calculation) than in young adults (2%; 6% for balance, -1% for calculation) (t(49) = -2.1, p = 0.037, r^2^ = 0.10, [Fig 2C](#pone.0189025.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

Condition effect on neuroimaging data {#sec021}
-------------------------------------

[Table 2](#pone.0189025.t002){ref-type="table"} lists the local maxima of activated clusters during balance, calculation and dual-task conditions. [Fig 3A](#pone.0189025.g003){ref-type="fig"} shows activation patterns as compared to baseline. Deactivation patterns are described in more detail in the supplementary material. Main areas that were activated during balance were the bilateral MT/V5 areas (on the border between middle temporal gyrus and middle occipital gyrus), motor areas (SMA, bilateral precentral gyri), somatosensory areas (postcentral gyri, paracentral lobules, supramarginal gyri), frontal areas (middle and inferior frontal gyri), subcortical areas (cerebellum, caudate nucleus, putamen, thalamus), and the insular cortices. Deactivations were evident mainly in occipital areas (left cuneus, bilateral calcarine sulci, and left lingual gyrus).

10.1371/journal.pone.0189025.t002

###### MNI coordinates and t-values of the local maxima with significant activation during balance, calculation and dual-tasking (p \< 0.05; FWE corrected for multiple comparisons).

Voxel size is 3x3x3 mm.

![](pone.0189025.t002){#pone.0189025.t002g}

  AAL location                                 Side   Dual-task   Balance   Calculation                                                       
  -------------------------------------------- ------ ----------- --------- ------------- ------ ----- ----- ------ ------ ----- ----- ------ ------
  Superior frontal gyrus (orbital part)        L      -21         51        -9            5.0                                                 
  Superior frontal gyrus                       R                                                                           27    3     54     11.3
  Middle frontal gyrus                         L      -24         0         54            13.9   -36   33    33     5.4    -24   3     54     14.4
  R                                            39     -3          60        13.9          39     -6    57    17.0                             
  Inferior frontal gyrus (pars opercularis)    L      -57         6         18            11.3   -54   6     18     11.2                      
  R                                            51     12          12        9.3           54     12    12    15.6                             
  Inferior frontal gyrus (pars triangularis)   L                                                                           -42   30    27     11.9
  R                                                                                                                 42     33    30    10.9   
  Insula                                       L      -30         24        3             11.7   -45   3     6      12.6   -30   24    3      12.9
  R                                            33     21          6         13.4          45     12    0     12.4   33     24    6     13.2   
  Midcingulate area                            L                                                 -12   -24   45     9.9                       
  R                                                                                       12     -24   45    9.2                              
  Precentral gyrus                             L      -39         -6        54            15.4   -39   -9    54     15.0   -45   6     33     16.7
  R                                            42     0           45        11.0          57     6     30    15.7   57     3     21    6.0    
  SMA                                          L      -3          -6        66            13.8   -3    -12   66     20.0   -3    9     54     17.6
  R                                            3      12          51        17.2                                                              
  Paracentral lobule                           L      0           -21       69            12.7   0     -21   69     21.8                      
  R                                                                                       9      -39   66    12.7                             
  Postcentral gyrus                            L      -48         -18       33            6.2    -33   -39   57     11.8                      
  R                                            30     -36         54        8.5           30     -36   54    14.2                             
  Superior parietal lobule                     L      -27         -63       51            13.7                             -27   -63   51     15.6
  R                                            30     -51         57        10.5          30     -48   57    13.0                             
  Inferior parietal lobule                     L      -42         -39       42            15.6                             -42   -39   42     17.4
  R                                            39     -39         45        10.2                                    48     -36   48    11.0   
  Rolandic operculum                           R      42          -27       21            6.5                                                 
  Precuneus                                    L                                                                           -12   -69   57     10.9
  R                                            12     -69         54        8.1                                     12     -66   54    8.4    
  Supramarginal gyrus                          L      -48         -36       24            8.9    -48   -33   24     12.9                      
  R                                                                                       57     -30   27    15.0                             
  Superior temporal gyrus                      L      -60         -39       15            10.2                             -60   -39   12     9.8
  R                                            60     -39         18        10.7                                    57     -36   12    7.2    
  Middle temporal gyrus                        L                                                                           -54   -45   -12    7.5
  R                                            45     -66         6         17.4          48     -69   3     24.6                             
  Inferior temporal gyrus                      L      -51         -60       -9            10.1                             -51   -57   -9     9.6
  R                                                                                       42     -54   -15   15.6   57     -48   -12   7.3    
  Superior occipital gyrus                     L                                                 -24   -75   33     5.9                       
  Middle occipital gyrus                       L      -42         -72       6             12.8   -45   -72   3      20.5                      
  R                                            30     -72         30        7.0           30     -72   30    10.1                             
  Thalamus                                     L                                                 -12   -15   9      6.2                       
  R                                                                                       12     -15   9     8.1                              
  Brain Stem                                                                                     6     -27   -36    5.4                       
  Caudate nucleus                              L      -12         -6        15            8.3    -12   -6    15     6.3    -15   -3    15     7.1
  R                                            15     -6          18        8.9                                     15     -6    18    6.6    
  Putamen                                      L      -18         6         9             8.0    -27   -3    9      10.8   -21   9     6      6.9
  R                                            27     -9          12        5.6           30     0     9     9.1                              
  Globus pallidum                              R      15          0         0             6.3                                                 
  Cerebellum (lobule 3)                        R      15          -36       -24           6.6    15    -36   -24    9.2                       
  Cerebellar vermis (lobule 4--5)                     0           -48       -6            9.8    0     -48   -6     10.0   0     -54   -15    7.0
  Cerebellum (lobule 4--5)                     L      -15         -36       -24           9.0    -15   -36   -24    11.4                      
  R                                            30     -33         -33       8.4           30     -36   -30   8.5                              
  Cerebellar vermis (lobule 6)                        6           -75       -18           12.4   0     -72   -18    7.3                       
  Cerebellum (lobule 6)                        L      -33         -57       -27           12.4   -33   -51   -27    13.0   -33   -57   -30    11.7
  R                                            33     -69         -24       12.9          18     -69   -21   6.2    33     -69   -24   13.5   
  Cerebellar vermis (lobule 7)                        0           -72       -33           11.2                                                
  Cerebellum (lobule 7b)                       L                                                 -12   -72   -45    11.5                      
  Cerebellar vermis (lobule 8)                                                                   6     -72   -42    10.5                      
  Cerebellum (lobule 8)                        L      -30         -63       -45           9.3    -33   -51   -51    9.9    -30   -66   -48    8.6
  R                                            24     -69         -48       8.1           30     -42   -48   7.7    24     -69   -48   9.3    
  Cerebellum (lobule 9)                        L      -15         -51       -42           5.1    -15   -48   -51    9.0                       
  Cerebellum (lobule 10)                       L      -27         -36       -42           7.7                                                 
  Cerebellar hemisphere (crus I)               L                                                                           -36   -42   -36    5.2
  Cerebellar hemisphere (crus II)              L                                                                           -6    -75   -30    8.5
  R                                                                                                                 6      -75   -33   8.1    

![**A:** Mean brain activation patterns during balance and calculation (upper panel), and dual-tasking (lower panel) as compared with baseline. Significantly activated voxels during balance, calculation and dual-tasking, i.e. the main task effects, are shown in yellow, cyan and orange colors, respectively. Voxels shown in red in the upper panel are those revealed by conjunction analysis (balance AND calculation) and therefore represent areas not specific for a single-task. **B:** Age-related differences during balance, calculation, and dual-tasking. Voxels with higher activation in old compared with young adults are shown in green, whereas voxels with higher activation in young compared with old adults are shown in purple. Statistical significance was set at p \< 0.05, FWE corrected for multiple comparisons.](pone.0189025.g003){#pone.0189025.g003}

During calculation, a large fronto-parietal network was activated, including the left SMA, bilateral precentral gyri, bilateral inferior and left superior parietal lobules, left middle frontal gyrus, right superior frontal gyrus. Also bilateral insular cortices, temporal gyri, caudate nuclei and parts of the cerebellum were active. During calculation widespread areas became deactivated, including bilateral medial and superior frontal areas, bilateral angular gyri, left cingulate gyrus, left superior and bilateral middle occipital gyri, and temporal areas.

Dual-tasking evoked an activation pattern combining those of the calculation and balance task and a deactivation pattern similar to that during calculation.

Age effect on brain activation {#sec022}
------------------------------

[Table 3](#pone.0189025.t003){ref-type="table"} and [Fig 3B](#pone.0189025.g003){ref-type="fig"} display the local maxima of clusters with significantly different activations between young and old adults. During balance and dual-tasking, there were no brain regions for which the young adults showed higher activation than the old adults. However, during calculation, more activation was observed in the left precentral gyrus and SMA for young than for old adults.

10.1371/journal.pone.0189025.t003

###### MNI coordinates and t-values of the local maxima with significant age-related differences in activation during balance, calculation and dual-tasking (p \< 0.05; FWE corrected for multiple comparisons).

Voxel size is 3x3x3 mm.

![](pone.0189025.t003){#pone.0189025.t003g}

  AAL location               Side   Dual-task   Balance   Calculation                                                   
  -------------------------- ------ ----------- --------- ------------- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
  **Young \> Old**                                                                                                      
  Supplementary motor area   L                                                                        0     12    45    4.8
  Precentral gyrus           L                                                                        -54   9     33    5.8
  **Old \> Young**                                                                                                      
  Medial frontal gyrus       L      0           57        6             5.1                           0     57    6     6.6
  Precentral gyrus           L      -24         -24       60            5.3                           -45   -12   27    5.8
  R                          39     -18         66        6.3           15    -27   69    5.3   39    -18   63    5.8   
  Paracentral lobule         L      -9          -33       78            4.8   -9    -30   72    5.6                     
  Postcentral gyrus          L      -48         -12       27            4.9                           -39   -15   39    5.0
  Precuneus                  L      -3          -45       72            5.3   -3    -42   72    5.8                     
  R                                                                     3     -63   63    5.6                           
  Angular gyrus              R                                                                        42    -54   27    4.9
  Supramarginal gyrus        L      -63         -24       24            5.0                           -63   -24   24    5.3
  Superior temporal gyrus    L      -63         -15       3             4.9                                             
  Middle temporal gyrus      L      -45         -60       15            5.2                           -45   -60   15    5.0
  Middle occipital gyrus     L      -42         -78       24            5.0                                             
  R                          42     -72         18        5.4                                                           
  Inferior occipital gyrus   R      48          -66       -15           6.6                                             
  Calcarine sulcus           L      3           -93       -6            5.1                                             
  Lingual gyrus              L      -3          -87       -15           5.6                                             
  R                          12     -93         -9        5.3                                                           
  Cuneus                     L                                                -3    -93   15    5.5                     
  R                                                                     9     -93   15    5.3                           
  Fusiform gyrus             R                                                                        48    -63   -18   5.6
  Cerebellum (Crus I)        L                                                                        -12   -90   -21   4.9

In all three conditions, there were clusters with significantly higher activation in old as compared with young adults. During balance, old adults showed higher activation in motor (right precentral gyrus and left paracentral lobule) and sensory regions (bilateral precuneus and cuneus). During calculation, main clusters with age-related activation increases were found in the bilateral precentral gyri and the left medial frontal gyrus. These areas were also more activated in old adults during dual-tasking. Additionally, bilateral lingual gyri, right inferior and middle occipital gyrus, left calcarine sulcus, and left precuneus were more activated in old than in young adults during dual-tasking. Bar plots of the BOLD responses in the clusters with an age-related increase in activation during dual-tasking can be found in the supplementary material. Using a multiple regression model, there were no significant relationships between brain activation and behavioral performance (single-task performance and DTC) in the brain regions showing age-related changes in brain activation.

Dual-task specific activation {#sec023}
-----------------------------

[Table 2](#pone.0189025.t002){ref-type="table"} shows that most brain regions involved in dual-tasking are also involved in balance or calculation, suggesting little to no dual-task specific activation. Indeed, when contrasting the dual-task condition with the sum of the single-task conditions, there were no significant clusters in either age group.

Structural interference {#sec024}
-----------------------

A conjunction analysis revealed eight clusters that were activated during both single-tasks in both age groups, including the SMA, right insula, bilateral premotor areas, cerebellum, and parietal lobules ([Table 4](#pone.0189025.t004){ref-type="table"}). These clusters were subjected to a ROI-analysis. After multiple comparisons correction, there was a significant condition effect in all ROI's (p \< 0.024) but no significant age effect in any of the ROI's (p \> 0.104). The age by condition interaction was significant in two ROI's: the right insula (F(2,83) = 7.0, p = 0.024, $\eta_{p}^{2}\mspace{180mu} = \mspace{180mu} 0.12$) and the left parietal lobule (F(1,68) = 9.4, p = 0.008, $\eta_{p}^{2}\mspace{180mu} = \mspace{180mu} 0.15$) ([Fig 4](#pone.0189025.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0189025.t004

###### MNI coordinates and t-values of the local maxima from the conjunction of the balance and calculation contrasts.

Cluster size is given for the peak voxel per cluster. Voxel size is 3x3x3 mm. P-values for the age (young, old) by condition (balance, calculation, dual-task) interactions are given, with and without Bonferonni correction.

![](pone.0189025.t004){#pone.0189025.t004g}

  AAL location                                Side   Cluster size   MNI coordinates   t-value   Age x Condition interaction                                                      
  ------------------------------------------- ------ -------------- ----------------- --------- ----------------------------- ----- -------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------
  Middle frontal gyrus                        R      136            30                0         57                            6.8   0.069                                        0.552
  Precentral gyrus                            R                     39                0         42                            6.5                                                
  Inferior frontal gyrus (pars opercularis)   R                     45                9         30                            5.3                                                
  Precentral gyrus                            L      233            -54               6         18                            7.7   0.174                                        1.000
  Superior frontal gyrus                      L                     -24               -6        57                            6.1                                                
  Inferior frontal gyrus (pars opercularis)   L                     -48               9         6                             5.7                                                
  Superior frontal gyrus                      L                     -24               -3        69                            5.3                                                
  Insula                                      R      61             33                18        6                             6.9   0.003[\*](#t004fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.024[\*](#t004fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Supplementary motor area                    L      145            0                 0         60                            7.8   0.060                                        0.480
  R                                                  3              6                 54        7.7                                                                              
  Superior parietal lobule                    L      52             -42               -42       57                            5.8   0.001[\*](#t004fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.008[\*](#t004fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Inferior parietal lobule                    L                     -48               -33       42                            5.6                                                
  Inferior parietal lobule                    R      62             48                -36       48                            6.0   0.007[\*](#t004fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.056
  Cerebellum (Lobule VI)                      R      12             36                -54       -27                           6.1   0.816                                        1.000
  Cerebellum (Crus I)                         L      22             -36               -54       -30                           6.8   0.163                                        1.000

\* denotes significant interaction with p \< 0.05.

![Group data for young and old adults, showing the mean ± standard error of the BOLD response (in arbitrary units) during balance, calculation, and dual-tasking, in the right insula (A) and left parietal lobule (B).](pone.0189025.g004){#pone.0189025.g004}

### Up-/downregulation {#sec025}

In the right insula, there was less upregulation from single- to dual-task in old compared with young adults (t(52) = 3.2, p = 0.009). In the left parietal lobule, upregulation was not different between age groups (t(51) = 0.4, p = 1.000). Also mean upregulation across all ROI's (cf [Table 4](#pone.0189025.t004){ref-type="table"}) was not different between young and old adults (t(52) = 9.7, p = 0.136). There were no correlations between upregulation in the right insula, left parietal lobule, or mean upregulation across ROI's, and DTC in young or old adults ([Table 5](#pone.0189025.t005){ref-type="table"} and [Fig 5](#pone.0189025.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

![Scatter plots showing no relationship between the upregulation in BOLD response and the performance decline from single- to dual-tasking in the right insula (A) and the left parietal lobule (B).](pone.0189025.g005){#pone.0189025.g005}

10.1371/journal.pone.0189025.t005

###### Pearson correlation coefficients between upregulation in the right insula, left superior parietal lobule, and mean upregulation across all ROI's, and balance, calculation, and mean dual-task costs (DTC).

There were no significant correlations.

![](pone.0189025.t005){#pone.0189025.t005g}

  AAL location                 Young   Old                                                                               
  ---------------------------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------- ------- -------- -------
  R insula                     0.136   0.567   0.138   0.563   0.189   0.424   0.260   0.151   -0.017   0.151   0.161    0.379
  L superior parietal lobule   0.081   0.728   0.303   0.182   0.301   0.185   0.165   0.383   -0.150   0.429   -0.010   0.958
  All ROI                      0.337   0.135   0.156   0.498   0.299   0.187   0.108   0.562   0.038    0.839   0.128    0.492

Discussion {#sec026}
==========

We aimed to determine whether increased structural interference and/or dual-task specific activation underlies age-related dual-task decrements in the context of a balance task. As expected, we found greater dual-task cost (DTC), increased brain activation, and decreased upregulation (in the insula) in old compared with young adults. However, measures of brain activation and behavior did not correlate. We found no dual-task specific activation in either group. Therefore, under the current experimental conditions, neither structural interference nor dual-task specific activation could explain the age-related increase in DTC.

Behavioral data {#sec027}
---------------

We consider our dual-task paradigm, comprising calculation plus simulated balancing, challenging and different in nature compared with previous studies that used finger sequencing \[[@pone.0189025.ref029]\] or visuomanual drawing and simple mental arithmetic \[[@pone.0189025.ref024]\]. Indeed, under such less challenging conditions it can be difficult to produce behavioral DTC \[[@pone.0189025.ref024]\]. We found lower performance levels and higher DTC in old compared with young adults when considering both calculation and balancing performance, but there was no significant effect of age on DTC when the tasks were considered separately. This may be because of a cancellation effect due to some subjects performing poorly on one task while other subjects performing poorly on the other task. Indeed, when looking at the individual scores, low performers on one task were not necessarily low performers on the other task. This means that in order to see the age effect on dual-task performance, performance changes in both tasks should be taken into account.

Neural correlates of single-tasks {#sec028}
---------------------------------

Although the condition vs. baseline contrasts give a general indication of task-related activity, such contrasts should be treated with caution, as spontaneous cortical activity may be present during the baseline condition. Nevertheless, activity patterns for the balance and calculation tasks were comparable to those reported in the literature. Imaging studies have often used arithmetic tasks and, as in the present study, consistently observed an increase in activation (as compared to baseline) of the frontal-parietal network \[[@pone.0189025.ref049]\]--\[[@pone.0189025.ref051]\]. Previous studies investigating the neural correlates of balance have used fMRI during mental imagery \[[@pone.0189025.ref039]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref042]\], action observation \[[@pone.0189025.ref042]\], or a plantar flexion force control task \[[@pone.0189025.ref040]\], or PET-scans during actual standing \[[@pone.0189025.ref041]\]. Commonly activated areas consistent with the present study were the premotor cortex, prefrontal cortex, inferior and middle frontal gyrus, SMA, cerebellum, basal ganglia, thalamus, visual cortex, insula, and inferior parietal areas. The brain activation pattern we observed during the simulated balance task was remarkably similar to the activation pattern during the imagery and action observation of balancing \[[@pone.0189025.ref042]\], suggesting that perhaps our participants imagined themselves being the balancing avatar. The external validity of the simulated balance task was further supported by a significant correlation with center of pressure fluctuations during upright standing.

Increased brain activation in old adults {#sec029}
----------------------------------------

Consistent with previous fMRI studies \[[@pone.0189025.ref043]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref062]\]--\[[@pone.0189025.ref069]\], old adults exhibited greater brain activation than young adults in all tasks. Regarding balance tasks, age correlated with the activation of several multisensory areas during imaginary standing compared with lying \[[@pone.0189025.ref043]\]. We found age-related activation increases in both motor (precentral and paracentral gyri) and sensory (cuneus and precuneus) areas during the balance condition, possibly because our balance simulation was a real motor task instead of an imaginary motor task. During the calculation condition, the greatest cluster with an age-related increase in activation was located in the medial frontal gyrus. This area belongs to the prefrontal gyrus, in which age-related increases in activation during performance of cognitive tasks are well-known \[[@pone.0189025.ref062]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref070]\].

The functional meaning of the increased brain activation with aging is still under debate \[[@pone.0189025.ref023]\]. One theory is that old adults use the additional activation to compensate for structural and functional decline, predicting a positive correlation between activation and behavioral performance. Alternatively, the dedifferentiation theory suggests that the more widespread activation pattern results from an age-related loss in the ability to selectively recruit brain areas. Consistent positive correlations between higher prefrontal activity and cognitive performance \[[@pone.0189025.ref071]\]--\[[@pone.0189025.ref074]\], as well as higher brain activity in various motor, parietal, frontal and cerebellar areas and motor performance \[[@pone.0189025.ref065]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref075]\], strongly support the compensation theory. However, less neural specificity in visual areas for different stimulus categories (faces, houses, pseudowords, and chairs) in old compared with young adults \[[@pone.0189025.ref076]\], and negative correlations between age-related activation increases in ipsilateral motor areas and motor performance \[[@pone.0189025.ref064]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref066]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref077]\], show that at least in certain areas dedifferentiation occurs. As before \[[@pone.0189025.ref024]\], we found no correlation between activation in the areas over-activated by old adults and single-task performance, implying that the additional activation did not impair nor did it improve performance. This suggests an age-related spreading of brain activity beyond functional focus, favoring the dedifferentiation over the compensation theory. However, we must be cautious with such a conclusion because our analyses might have been underpowered.

Dual-task specific activation {#sec030}
-----------------------------

The literature is inconsistent regarding dual-task specific activation: whereas some studies did find evidence for dual-tasking requiring activation additional to the sum of the single-tasks \[[@pone.0189025.ref026]\]--\[[@pone.0189025.ref029]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref078]\]--\[[@pone.0189025.ref080]\], others did not \[[@pone.0189025.ref017]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref024]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref030]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref031]\]. Probably, the dual-task specific activation is dependent on the single-tasks, and there is no common executive control system that is active for all types of dual-tasking \[[@pone.0189025.ref021]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref081]\]. In the current study, we did not find any dual-task specific activation in young or old adults. Therefore, it is unlikely that the age-related dual-task performance deficits were due to inadequate dual-task specific activation.

Although no additional activation was found during dual-tasking, we cannot exclude that the underlying processes, such as temporal dynamics, interactions between neuronal populations, or connectivity patterns, were different between single- and dual-tasking or between age groups. The assessment of such processes would require different neurophysiological measures, such as EEG or time-resolved fMRI.

Structural interference {#sec031}
-----------------------

Regardless of the functional meaning, we hypothesized that the higher activation in old adults would cause structural interference and therefore greater DTC. However, we found no correlation between brain activation and DTC in the areas with age-related differences in activation. There are at least three possible explanations for this lack of correlation. First, the increased activation in old adults did not cause increased structural interference because the areas with higher activation were involved in only one of the two tasks. Second, old adults could still increase their brain activation from single- to dual-task, despite increased activation during single-tasks. Third, DTC was not related to structural interference.

To examine whether old adults exhibited greater structural interference, we performed a series of ROI analyses. Eight brain regions were selected because of their involvement in both tasks in both age groups. All regions, except the cerebellum, were expected to be activated in both tasks based on literature. We found an age by condition interaction in the right insula and left superior parietal lobule. Only in the right insula, however, there was an age-related increase in structural interference, quantified as a reduced activation-upregulation from single- to dual-task. However, the amount of upregulation was not correlated with DTC, suggesting that dual-task performance was not affected by the structural interference. It may be that the age-related increase in structural interference in the right insula was too small to cause DTC, or that insular activation was not essential for task performance. Although that would explain the lack of correlation between upregulation and DTC, the observed increase in DTC with aging remains unexplained. Therefore it seems that, at least under the current experimental conditions, age-related increases in DTC were not due to greater structural interference.

Alternative theories {#sec032}
--------------------

As neither structural interference nor dual-task specific activation could explain the age-related deficit in dual-task performance, we must consider alternative theories that could not be tested with the current experimental setup. One theory explaining DTC is the cross-talk model \[[@pone.0189025.ref082]\]. Cross-talk occurs when the effects of processing one task interfere with processing the other, and is therefore dependent on the content-based overlap between tasks and stimulus-response modalities \[[@pone.0189025.ref083]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref084]\]. For example, DTC increased when the non-target words in one visual search task belonged to the target category in the other visual search task \[[@pone.0189025.ref083]\]. We believe that cross-talk was not a critical element in our experiment, as the tasks used did not have any content-based overlap, or incompatible or shared stimulus-response modalities. Moreover, there is no reason to think that age would affect the amount of cross-talk.

Another theory for DTC is that there is a central bottleneck that can perform certain processes only sequentially, resulting in serial queuing and time delays \[[@pone.0189025.ref085]\]. There is quite convincing evidence from behavioral and time-resolved fMRI studies that a central bottleneck is indeed present when two discrete choice reaction time tasks are performed with a short interstimulus interval \[[@pone.0189025.ref082]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref086]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref087]\]. It is possible that also during continuous tasks certain processes cannot be performed in parallel, requiring subjects to rapidly switch between tasks. As aging is associated with reduced processing speed, time delays may be more pronounced and interfere with smooth performance. Although evidence is lacking for healthy old adults, in multiple sclerosis patients processing speed indeed correlated with DTC when performing a cognitive task during gait or standing \[[@pone.0189025.ref088]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref089]\]. To determine whether a central bottleneck can account for the age-related decline in dual-task performance, future research should use high-temporal resolution measures, such as time-resolved fMRI.

Sample size and methodological considerations {#sec033}
---------------------------------------------

Low statistical power could underlie the absence of correlations between fMRI measures and DTC. However, the number of participants in our study (32 old adults, 23 young adults) is high compared with similar studies \[[@pone.0189025.ref005]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref024]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref090]\], \[[@pone.0189025.ref091]\]. Furthermore, the scatter plots in [Fig 5](#pone.0189025.g005){ref-type="fig"} show no trend for the negative correlation that would be expected based on the structural interference hypothesis and even show a tendency towards a positive correlation. Another methodological aspect to consider is whether the selection of tasks was optimal to test our hypothesis. The fact that we, in contrary to a previous study \[[@pone.0189025.ref024]\], did find increased dual-task costs and decreased upregulation with aging shows that the tasks were challenging enough and did cause structural interference. We therefore believe that the negative findings in the present study were not due to methodological limitations.

Another factor that may have influenced our results is head movement in the scanner, which was similar between conditions (F(1.3,70) =, p = 0.214), and higher in old compared with young adults (F(1,53) = 28, p \< 0.001). Therefore, it must remain speculative whether missing DT-specific activation in old adults might also be due to increased noise in the data caused by head movements. Moreover, in old adults, head movements correlated with DTC (r = 0.477, p = 0.006), but not with single task performance (balance: r = 0.079, p = 0.669; calculation: r = -0.140, p = 0.446), complicating the interpretation of such data. In future studies, better control of head movements is thus required. However, we do believe that this had only a minor effect on our results, as we controlled for head movement by realigning the scans and using the obtained motion parameters as covariates in the fMRI analysis. In addition, we excluded subjects with excessive or task-related head movement.

Lastly, age-related changes in neurovascular coupling and morphology could have affected some of our results. As such changes should affect all conditions equally \[[@pone.0189025.ref092]\], it is highly unlikely that our main interest, the interaction between age and conditions, was affected. Regarding the group comparisons, we found a general increase in brain activation with aging, whereas age-related changes in neurovascular coupling and morphology would cause a reduction in the BOLD response \[[@pone.0189025.ref093]\]. Therefore, we assume that such changes did not affect our conclusions, although the age effect may be underestimated.

Conclusions {#sec034}
-----------

We hypothesized that the age-related increase in brain activation during single-tasks would result in a reduced residual capacity, causing increased structural interference when performing two tasks simultaneously. Although we found increased brain activation, reduced upregulation from single- to dual-task, and greater DTC in old compared with young adults, we did not find any correlations between the fMRI measures and DTC. There was no dual-task specific activation in either age group. Therefore, it seems unlikely that the greater DTC in old adults were due to increased structural interference or differences in dual-task specific activation. A promising future research topic is to determine whether processing bottlenecks are present during continuous dual-tasks using high-temporal resolution measures (e.g., time-resolved fMRI).

Supporting information {#sec035}
======================

###### Deactivation.

MNI coordinates and t-values of the local maxima with significant deactivation during balance, calculation and dual-tasking (p \< 0.05; FWE corrected for multiple comparisons). Voxel size is 3x3x3 mm.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### MoCa.

Montreal cognitive asessment (max. score of 30).

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Behavioral data.

Root-mean-square error (RMSE) angle between the avatar and the vertical during balance and dual-tasking, percentage trials with a correct answer on the calculation task during calculation and dual-tasking, and performance decline from single- to dual-tasking.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Upregulation.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Validation.

Center of pressure (CoP) velocity during normal standing and root-mean-square error (RMSE) angle between the avatar and the vertical during simulated standing.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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